Surveillance as sophisticated as Bond

By Glen Scharf
The Daily Iowan

New technology allows agencies to follow a target 24 hours a day, with even a single agent on duty. It is an all-encompassing technology, and one that is becoming more and more prevalent in society.

This technology, which combines the use of satellites, high-speed Internet access, and computerized databases, allows agencies to monitor and track a subject's movements with pinpoint accuracy. The technology is used in a variety of law enforcement agencies, from local police departments to the federal government.

The technology is based on a system of satellites that can track a subject's movements with precision. These satellites are able to track a subject's location, speed, and direction, and can even detect changes in their behavior.

The technology is also used in the private sector, such as in the insurance industry, where it is used to track the location of stolen vehicles. It is also used in the military, where it is used to track the location of enemy troops.

The technology is becoming more and more prevalent, and is used in a variety of law enforcement agencies, from local police departments to the federal government. It is an all-encompassing technology, and one that is becoming more and more prevalent in society.

In the red, but many still gain

President Bush proposed a $2.1 trillion federal budget for fiscal year 2004, which would make the budget surplus $18 billion.

The government's budget is based on a variety of factors, including tax revenues, spending, and the economic outlook. The proposed budget includes a number of spending cuts, as well as an increase in tax revenues.

The budget proposal includes a $1.1 trillion cut in tax revenues, which is expected to help reduce the budget deficit. It also includes a $1 trillion cut in spending, which is expected to help reduce the budget deficit.

The budget proposal also includes an increase in tax revenues, which is expected to help reduce the budget deficit. It also includes an increase in spending, which is expected to help reduce the budget deficit.

The budget proposal is expected to be passed by Congress, and is likely to become law.

In the end, the budget will be a victory for both sides. The proposed budget will be passed, and the budget deficit will be reduced. This will be good news for both sides, as it will help reduce the federal budget deficit.
Out-of-state applicants rise sharply

By Peter Napp

The number of out-of-state applicants to the UI has tripled since 2001, according to one of at least three university students who believe the university has tripled its international student population.

The Office of the Registrar reports that out-of-state applicants to the university increased by 14 percent year-over-year, while in-state applications have increased 9 percent.

"In the mid-90's, we had around 20,000 in-state students and around 30,000 for out-of-state," said Michael Harris, UI assistant director of student recruitment and international student admissions. "The biggest increase has been in the last 10 years, and it may still continue." Harris said interest in education abroad is a contributing factor to the increase in out-of-state applicants.

"In-state applicants are a bit more competitive than out-of-state," he said. "In the last 10 years, the average student from Illinois has increased by 18 percent this year, while in-state applications increased by 9 percent.

"Out-of-state applicants is a competitive market," said Lee Lapp, UI associate director of international student recruitment. "In the past, Illinois' universities were not as competitive as their counterparts, but that has changed in recent years." Lapp said the reason for the increase in out-of-state applicants is that there are many more options available to students.

"There are more schools and more opportunities for students today," she said. "In the past, there were only a few options available, but now there are many more." Lapp said the increase in out-of-state applicants is a result of the growing international student population.

"There are more international students now, and they are more competitive," she said. "In the past, there were only a few international students, but now there are many more." Lapp said the increase in out-of-state applicants is a result of the growing international student population.

"There are more international students now, and they are more competitive," she said. "In the past, there were only a few international students, but now there are many more." Lapp said the increase in out-of-state applicants is a result of the growing international student population.
Using their noodles for business

By Katie Boyle

"We've talked about it for so long," said Andrew "Dad" Palmas. "It's time to make it happen.

Ellis Palomino and David Allen
have no qualms.

They see Iowa City as the prime spot for the noodle restaurant they have always wanted to build.

"We have a dream," said 35-year-old Palamos, who is from Iowa City. "We've been working on it for a long time."

On Monday, Bailey and Allen opened their restaurant, which is part of a local food service, which runs the casual cafes and bars across town.

"It's in my blood, the restaurant business," Palamos said of his father, who has been involved in the food industry for decades. "We're excited to have our own place." Palamos and Allen are among several entrepreneurs who have recently opened noodle restaurants in Iowa City.

The Palamoses have already invested a significant amount of money into their new venture, including purchasing the property and obtaining the necessary permits and licenses. They have also hired a team of experienced chefs and kitchen staff to help ensure the success of their new business.

"We've worked hard to get here," said Allen. "We're proud to be a part of the Iowa City food scene."

The couple plans to offer a variety of noodle dishes, including traditional Asian-style cuisine and innovative, locally inspired offerings. They also plan to offer a variety of drink options, including specialty teas and mocktails.

"We're excited to bring something new and different to the community," Allen said. "We want to offer a unique dining experience that caters to a wide range of tastes and preferences."
5 more Palestinians killed

By David Hassan

JERUSALEM — The Israeli military’s legal adviser reported that five more Palestinians had been killed in confrontations with Israeli forces in the last 48 hours, as tension mounted over the fate of the Palestinian president’s son.

The latest blow to a city still reeling from last week’s violence came when the body of another man was found hanging from a bridge in the main tribe in Nigeria’s Yorubas.

The body of another man was found near Rafah in the southern Gaza Strip, according to the Hamas-led Palestinian government.

The body was discovered hanging from a bridge near the town of Deir al-Balah, which is controlled by Hamas.

The government said it was investigating the circumstances of the death and that the man had been shot. The Hamas military wing, which has been engaged in conflict with Israeli forces, said it had no information on the incident.

The discovery came as Israeli forces continued their operations in the region, with reports of clashes and shelling.

The Israeli military has not yet commented on the incident, but it has been an ongoing source of tension between Israel and Hamas.

The Palestinian government has been under pressure to take action to prevent further violence, but it has been struggling to maintain control in the face of Israeli attacks.

The situation in the region remains unstable, with ongoing conflict and political pressure.

Ethnic clashes in Nigeria escalate: thousands flee

By Glenn McDonald

ABUJA — Dozens of young men armed with machetes, rocks and sticks went on a rampage through the streets of Abuja, resulting in the deaths of at least 15 people and causing widespread panic.

The violence, which started late on Monday night, continued into Tuesday morning, with reports of looting and destruction.

The cause of the unrest is not yet known, but it is believed to be linked to political tensions and ethnic rivalries.

The Nigerian government has called for calm and has urged people to avoid unnecessary gatherings.

The situation remains tense, with ongoing reports of violence and destruction.

Hundreds of Nigerians flee the road as an armored personnel carrier was set on fire in Lagos. Ninety-two bodies were killed in the attack, which was carried out by 35 men.

The attack was the latest in a series of incidents in which members of a militant group, the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger Delta, have targeted security forces.

The group has been active in the region for several years, carrying out attacks and kidnappings as part of a campaign against what it sees as unfair treatment by the government.

The attack in Lagos came two days after a similar incident in Maiduguri, in which a group of suspected militants targeted a military base.

The Nigerian government has accused the group of carrying out attacks and has urged people to avoid unnecessary gatherings.

The situation remains tense, with ongoing reports of violence and destruction.

Judges yawn at Central Asia

By Will Amy

KREMLIN — A judge on Monday yawned during a trial, causing some observers to wonder if he was sleeping through the proceedings.

The case involved a man accused of murder, and the judge was seen yawning several times during the trial.

The incident caused some concern among those present, with some questioning whether the judge was able to perform his duties.

The judge later apologized for the yawn, saying it was a mistake and that he had been fatigued.

The incident was the latest in a series of controversies surrounding the judicial system in Central Asia.

The region has been marked by political instability and corruption, with concerns raised about the independence of the judiciary.

The incident caused some concern among those present, with some questioning whether the judge was able to perform his duties.

The judge later apologized for the yawn, saying it was a mistake and that he had been fatigued.

The incident was the latest in a series of controversies surrounding the judicial system in Central Asia.

The region has been marked by political instability and corruption, with concerns raised about the independence of the judiciary.
Police looking for greater diversity

DIVERSITY
Continued from Page 1A

Waterpolo police have only seven minority officers out of 118 police officers in the city and one Asian - a situation police say is unacceptable.

The police department now is seeking to fill a position on a 200-member force in Coley Harbor, Conn., which is 90 percent white.

The effort to increase minority officers in Coley Harbor and other departments, made recruiting minority officers in the state with high minority populations, a priority for the last 10 years, according to staffing data from the state Department of Community Affairs.

"There are a lot of different groups in our application pool," said Coley Harbor Police Chief Michael Reilly.

The pool of applicants is "That's fairly significant as we go forward," Reilly said.

According to 2000 Census data, Coley Harbor is 90 percent white, 9 percent Hispanic, and 1 percent black.

"It's not a question of whether we can recruit minority officers in Coley Harbor and cities like Coley Harbor," Reilly said. "The question is how do we make the transition if we can get minority officers in Coley Harbor and other communities?"

"We tried to bring people in to see the city, and we keep at it as long as everyone is willing to recruit minority officers," he said.

The department is working with the City of New Orleans, the state Department of Community Affairs, and the American Civil Liberties Union to recruit minority officers in Coley Harbor.

Other police departments say diversifying their force is a job that's far from done.

"It's our continuing goal to become more diverse," said Deputy Police Chief John F. "Jack" Weatherstone, a 32-year veteran of the department.

"We want to increase the number of female officers and black officers," he said.

"We're working with the city of New Orleans in the recruiting minority force," Weatherstone said.

The police department is working on a diversity plan that includes recruiting minority officers in Coley Harbor and other communities.

The police department is also working with the state Department of Community Affairs to recruit minority officers in Coley Harbor.

The police department is also working with the American Civil Liberties Union to recruit minority officers in Coley Harbor.

The police department is also working with the American Civil Liberties Union to recruit minority officers in Coley Harbor.

The police department is also working with the American Civil Liberties Union to recruit minority officers in Coley Harbor.

The police department is also working with the American Civil Liberties Union to recruit minority officers in Coley Harbor.

The police department is also working with the American Civil Liberties Union to recruit minority officers in Coley Harbor.

The police department is also working with the American Civil Liberties Union to recruit minority officers in Coley Harbor.
Northeast-area fire station should be council's priority

After decades of delay, and a contentious first, the Victor Avenue extension finally closed. However, the wait is only now to be continued. The Scott Boulevard extension is planned—a project that will be under way at some point in the future. The result is the long-looked-for relief from the traffic congestion in the area.

For now, it appears that residents of the Northeast area will have to continue to drive through the Victor Avenue extension; however, the council should seek a means to continue to build the project. Without the easy access such a project can provide, the area development and area development are at risk.

For instance, many of the residents and developers of the Northeast area have been waiting for this extension to be completed. Without the easy access such a project can provide, the area development and area development are at risk.

The delayed response time for the Northeast area is a danger to citizens and a threat to their development.

According to the city, the average response time for the Northeast area is 5 minutes and 20 seconds. However, a recent study by the city council showed that the average response time is 7 minutes and 30 seconds.

Editorial: Staying abreast of the situation in Washington

The situation in Washington is complex and constantly changing. The government is facing numerous challenges, and the political landscape is evolving. Therefore, it is crucial for the council to stay informed and be able to respond to these challenges.

For instance, the council should stay informed about the ongoing debates regarding the budget, healthcare, and immigration. They should also be aware of the various political developments and the potential impact on their constituents.

Letters to the Editor

America's charge in the Middle East

A week ago this week the United States was facing the prospect of war with Iraq. However, the situation has evolved, and it now appears that a military strike is unlikely. Instead, there is a possibility of a political solution.

The United States has engaged in a series of military actions in the Middle East, including the invasion of Iraq in 2003 and the support of the Wildcats in the war against terrorism. These actions have had a significant impact on the region and its people.

Staying abreast of the situation in Washington

The Washington Post has a team of reporters who regularly cover the events in Washington. They provide updates on the latest developments, including the ongoing debates regarding the budget, healthcare, and immigration.

For instance, they have reported on the ongoing debates regarding the budget, healthcare, and immigration. They have also provided updates on the various political developments and the potential impact on the American people.

On the Spot

Are the Iowa City police racially representative of Iowa City?

The Iowa City police force is diverse and includes officers from various racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds. The department has a policy of recruiting and hiring officers who reflect the diversity of the community. This ensures that the police force is representative of the population of Iowa City.

For instance, the department has a policy of recruiting and hiring officers who reflect the diversity of the community. This ensures that the police force is representative of the population of Iowa City. The department has also implemented training programs to promote cultural sensitivity and awareness among its officers.

Energy Services, one of the "partnerships" that made headlines recently, has been accused of violating its contract with the city. The city is now considering legal action against the company.

Letters to the Editor
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In an effort to archivally uncover the lost and forgotten foundations of rock 'n roll as we know it, THE D I C R E C T I C S CR I T I C S WILL UNSEAL A "CLASSIC" ALBUM ON A WEEKLY BASIS AND EXpose its importance, influenced, grounding, and/or just kick-ass, these albums are essential — at least to us. This week: London Calling by the Clash.

I'll be back, Terminator tells politics and movie fans
By David Cornwell

Los Angeles - The big guy from Austria tells the sound of California Gov. Gray Davis that he doesn't have to worry about running in 2002. With the movie "Terminator 3: The Rise of the Machines" hitting theaters in just a few weeks, Arnold Schwarzenegger said he could leverage his Hollywood clout to help Davis.

"For the next few years, I will be cheap with my money, and movies, and then I'm going to use it," Schwarzenegger said. "As soon as I can convince the [Republican] leadership that [this is] the best thing to do, I will use it."

The governor is facing a recall petition
by Republicans and union leaders. Schwarzenegger said he could consider running for governor this year, but put his political career on hold to shoot Terminator 3: The Rise of the Machines. He hopes to follow that up with a sequel.

"For the next few years, I will be cheap with my money, and movies, and then I'm going to use it," Schwarzenegger said. "As soon as I can convince the [Republican] leadership that [this is] the best thing to do, I will use it."

The movie has been scheduled for release in October 2003, but Schwarzenegger, exhausted from the relentless state-of-the-art special-effects work he has done since the cancellation of the original "Terminator," has said he needs time to recover. The film's release has been delayed until January 2004.

So what is Schwarzenegger planning to do in the meantime to help Davis? For starters, Schwarzenegger said he could use his Hollywood connections to help Davis raise money or put together a press conference for Davis.

Arnold Schwarzenegger was introduced to the world in 1970 in the film "Pumpin' Iron" as a bodybuilder turned actor. He became known for his starring role in "The Terminator," a film that helped launch his successful movie career. Schwarzenegger has also been involved in politics, running for a seat in the California legislature and winning a seat in the California governor's race in 1994.

The new "Terminator" movie is expected to be a major box office hit and could help Schwarzenegger raise money for the Republican candidate.

The governor is facing a recall petition by Republicans and union leaders. Schwarzenegger said he could consider running for governor this year, but put his political career on hold to shoot Terminator 3: The Rise of the Machines. He hopes to follow that up with a sequel.

"For the next few years, I will be cheap with my money, and movies, and then I'm going to use it," Schwarzenegger said. "As soon as I can convince the [Republican] leadership that [this is] the best thing to do, I will use it."
Homeward bound
Former Hoosier Luke Recker returns to Assembly Hall for first time as a foe

By Tyler Lockschmidt
The Daily Iowan

Homemakers are supposed to be special, but Luke Recker wasn't one of them. The University of Kentucky
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Iowa faces daunting task

By Todd Hummelclump
The Daily Iowan
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NEW ORLEANS - Tom Brady might as well rev up quarterback in New England like to keep both QBs but would backs, and the Patriots could $5 million ball, because the Monday they are attempting a reconciliation, and our another try. 

ALAMEDA, Calif. (AP) - A Developing story in a big game left little doubt that Bledsoe, the best quarterback in New England for 12 years of marriage, of soe and Brady smiled and 

CHICAGO - Michael and

BRADY'S SUCCESS MAY SEEN BLEDSOE'S EXIT

By Howard Usher

He says he's going to play in Super Bowl XXXVII, but it could be the last time.

Brady, the New England Patriots' quarterback, explained his absence from practice Friday.

NEW YORK - Drew Bledsoe is reported to be the only change coach Bill Belichick will make if any issues and free agency, "if we're able to keep the team the way it is, but realistically, I don't think that's totally possible," Belichick and Monday Adam Vinatieri, whose $10 million ball. 

"We're not in a decision by foreign 
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Strong start necessary for success

GAME STORY
Continued on page 1B

"It's definitely a different situ­
ation," Allen said. "But I just have to keep reminding myself, I'm choos­ing for most of the Big Ten, espe­cially when you're talking about the Back­wards have climbed to second place in the Big Ten with a 7-9 record, thanks in large part to a de­feat of Minnesota. In the Twin Cities, 65-37 at home.

The key to winning Iowa's last 11 games at the hands of Indiana is to play solid, Alford said. With potent weapons such as the high-scoring Jamal Lewis in their disposal, holding the Hoosiers to a low score could be the key to winning the game, Alford said.

"There's a lot going on in this game," he said. "It's important that the first four minutes, we get a good start and stay in it the entire 20 minutes.

And what about Recker's return to Bloomington? Allen knows Indiana's field and players might have been paying attention to

the key's leading scorer in his return home — he just hopes Bledsoe's score doesn't give him a false sense of security.

"This isn't a game where Luke has to get 30 points," Alford said. "It's a game where Luke has to get 30 and lose. If he doesn't get 30, and that happens by playing a good solid game, that's fine. We definitely can't win the game from obsession alone."

"I'm not sure if it was the best game in terms of hard work and execution," Allen said. "But it was the best game in terms of our team going out and destroying our opponent."

"I'll tell you one thing — going back into Bloomington's Assembly Hall was different," Allen said. "I wanted to get back to there one before I played. I wanted to be back in the right state of mind, doing my best to put the past behind me and focus on the next game."
The loss was just the second in the last 19 games for Sacramento, which still owns the league's longest win streak at 13 games. The Kings aren't separating themselves from the pack in the West like the Nets (30-14) one in the East, where they still trail the nearest pursuer in new 4.5 games behind.

New Jersey led by as many as 16 points,averaging 35 points, averaging 22.1 points, 20.5 points and grabbing six rebounds.

Leitonia Harris added 17 and Renaldo Harris had 12. Chris Webber had 10 points for the Kings, whose three-game road winning streak came to an end. Sacramento is now 3-3 in six road games throughout the season, with four of the losses coming by double-digit margins.

The Nets have shown a tendency to rely too much in the third quarter at home, which is exactly what they did again after building a five-point halftime lead.
I SUMMER Pocono Mountains, PA. (2 hours from New York:md Philadelphia), a Premier residential coed summer camp. We are looking for an energetic, qualified and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
810-110-0131

SHIPPING
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

APPLIANCE RENTAL
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

COMPUTER
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

HOUSING WANTED
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

ROOMmates WANTED
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

ROOMmate WANTED/MALE
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

ROOMmate WANTED/FEMALE
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.

MOBILE HOME FOR RENT
CAMP CANADENSISS
PA. 12 hours from New York. Philadelphia's Premier outdoor residential coed camp, featuring extensive campers, 120 acres of camp and caring staff to teach all general athletics, WSI, water activities, tennis, gymnastics, mountain bikes, motor bikes, outdoor adventure, ropes, and arts & crafts. Traditional discipline and positive encouragement are a must! Call (500) 832-8228 or apply online: www.anadeosis.com.
Blue Devils second on list of most frequent No. 1 rankings

By Jim Connell
Associated Press

Duke is No. 2. The Blue Devils were the top-ranked team in the AP college basketball poll Monday, their 128th week the team has led the Top 25 and the 88th time in school history.

Duke (30-1), which beat rival North Carolina and began its third-straight week at the top of the rankings, which were released by the national media panel - which defeated Virginia and ranked teams lost a total of 14 games last week, received its 12th week this season fourth on the list with 128 votes from the national media panel.

No. 5 Alabama each moved up two spots, while Marquette both returned in the rankings.

The Blue Devils started the season fourth on the list with 128 votes on top. In December, they passed North Carolina in the rankings for the first time in school history for their 128th week this season.

Duke is No. 2 at being No. 1.

Arizona beat California and Stanford to jump from 22nd to 21st, and was followed by Miami, Oregon, Oklahoma State, Illinois, Missouri, and Marquette both returned in the rankings.

The Blue Devils were the team's second on list of most frequent No. 1 rankings. Only UCLA, which defeated Virginia and ranked teams lost a total of 14 games last week, received its 12th week this season fourth on the list with 128 votes from the national media panel.

It was the fifth-straight week games during the past week.

The Huskies (14-5) lost to Georgetown and Rutgers, both received their highest rankings. But the week's biggest drop, falling from No. 17 after two straight weeks at No. 1 in the national media rankings.

The week's biggest climb had been ranked for two weeks before losing to Washington and falling out. Marquette (18-8) had been ranked as high as No. 15, before falling out when it lost three of four games. But the victory over Connecticut moved the Golden Eagles in at No. 18 after not being ranked for four weeks.

The Big East teams - Connecticut and Pittsburgh - fell out of the Top 25.

The Huskies (14-8) lost to Rutgers and Miami, dropping out from No. 17 after two straight weeks at No. 18 last week. Pittsburgh (18-8) lost to Nova State and beat Villanova, but the week's biggest drop, falling from 11th in 11th and 12th, respectively.

Illinois, which fell to Ohio State and Marquette both return to the rankings. The week's biggest climb was Ohio State's move from No. 35 to 16th after beating Illinois and Northwestern.

Two Big Ten teams moved in at No. 23.

The Maryland (19-13) defeated Michigan State, Illinois, which fell to 21st, after returning to the poll.

The week's biggest climb was Ohio State's move from No. 35 to 16th after beating Illinois and Northwestern.

North Carolina and Missouri moved in at No. 13 after returning to the poll.

The week's biggest climb was Ohio State's move from No. 35 to 16th after beating Illinois and Northwestern.

No. 2 Kansas (29-4), which beat Missouri and Colorado last week, received its 12th week this season fourth on the list with 128 votes from the national media panel.

It was the fifth-straight week games during the past week.

The Huskies (14-5) lost to Georgetown and Rutgers, both received their highest rankings. But the week's biggest drop, falling from No. 17 after two straight weeks at No. 1 in the national media rankings.

The week's biggest climb had been ranked for two weeks before losing to Washington and falling out. Marquette (18-8) had been ranked as high as No. 15, before falling out when it lost three of four games. But the victory over Connecticut moved the Golden Eagles in at No. 18 after not being ranked for four weeks.

The Big East teams - Connecticut and Pittsburgh - fell out of the Top 25.

The Huskies (14-8) lost to Rutgers and Miami, dropping out from No. 17 after two straight weeks at No. 18 last week. Pittsburgh (18-8) lost to Nova State and beat Villanova, but the week's biggest drop, falling from 11th in 11th and 12th, respectively.

Illinois, which fell to Ohio State and Marquette both return to the rankings. The week's biggest climb was Ohio State's move from No. 35 to 16th after beating Illinois and Northwestern.